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� Research related to STARTALK

� Need for language learning

� Language learning technology

� Teaching methods
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Annual surveys

� Who are our participants?

� What impact are our programs having on the community?

Special surveys

� What impact have our programs had on participants?

� What impact have our programs had on critical language programs in schools?



STARTALK annual participant surveys:

Who are our participants?

Gather data about student participants 

and teacher participants in STARTALK 

programs: their demographic 

backgrounds, their language (and 

teaching) background, and their 

evaluation of their summer program. 

In 2017:

� 5,606 students were enrolled in 

STARTALK programs 

� 1,002 teachers were enrolled in 

STARTALK teacher development 

programs
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STARTALK 2017

participant surveys
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25%

75%

Approximately 1 in 4 student 

participants were heritage 

language learners

Dari, Hindi, Dari, Hindi, 

Persian, 

Portuguese, 

Urdu programs

>50% HLLs

Arabic, Chinese, 

<20% HLLs

Arabic, Chinese, 

Korean, Russian, 

Swahili, Turkish 

programs

<20% HLLs

27%

19%

18%

18%

16%

14%

37%

12%
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Translator/interpreter

International business worker

World language teacher

International relations specialist

Foreign service officer

National security worker

None of the above

No response

Students: Are you more interested in any of the 

following careers now than you were before your 

STARTALK program?

39%

33%

15%

10%

3%

Teachers: Are you certified to teach a STARTALK 

language?

Certified or becoming

certified
Planning to become

certified
May want to later

No plans to become

certified
No response



STARTALK annual impact surveys:
What impact are our programs having on the community?

Learn how STARTALK programs are 

impacting their participants, their 

institutions, their communities, other 

critical language programs, and the field of 

language learning.

Survey of STARTALK Program Directors. 

Program Directors share their successes, 

and we document their impact on their 

communities and the field.
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STARTALK 2016 PD impact surveys
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More students More teacher trainees

Institutions that hosted STARTALK 

programs saw increases in enrollment in 

their academic-year programs

68%

32%

68% of teacher programs offered 

credit to their participants

45 STARTALK programs gave presentations at ACTFL, and 29 presented at other conferences

For more information: tinyurl.com/STARTALK2016ProgramImpact



STARTALK student and teacher impact surveys:
What impact have our programs had on participants?

Collect information from STARTALK 

alumni about how their STARTALK 

experience has impacted their lives, their 

education, and their careers since their 

participation in STARTALK.

In 2017:

� 3,125 past student program 

participants from 2007–2016

� 1,297 past teacher program 

participants from 2007–2016
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STARTALK 2017 student impact survey
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Face-to-face in school

Self-guided study

Face-to-face after school

Study abroad

Online classes

Tutoring

Face-to-face weekend

64% of students continued studying their 

STARTALK language. Of these…

25%

75%

25% of those currently 

employed are working in a 

language-related field

“The STARTALK program really 

helped me understand other cultures 

at a time when I was in a very insular 

community, which helped me to 

expand my worldview.”

For more information: tinyurl.com/STARTALK2017ParticipantImpact



STARTALK 2017 teacher impact survey
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28,000

68,000
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STARTALK language students Non-STARTALK language

students

Number of students taught by 

respondents in a single recent year

37%

47%

12%

4%

Use of a standards-based and 

thematically organized curriculum

New practice after STARTALK

Increased use of the practice after STARTALK

Already used before STARTALK; no change since STARTALK

Did not use before or after STARTALK

“STARTALK is the backbone of my professional 

development. I attended it yearly to refresh, 

reflect, and improve my teaching. It’s also an 

important opportunity for teachers to share 

and learn from each other.”

For more information: tinyurl.com/STARTALK2017ParticipantImpact



STARTALK school impact project:
What impact have our programs had on critical language programs in schools?

Track the impact of STARTALK on in-

school academic year programs in 

STARTALK languages, following up on 

reports from STARTALK program 

directors.

Between 2016 and 2017, we contacted 

over 200 schools and asked them to 

complete a detailed survey about their 

programs: their origins, teachers, 

students, influence of STARTALK, and 

program evolution.
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STARTALK school impact project: K–12 
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Community request

Importance of WL education

Help students be more successful

Leadership from state or district

Importance of a specific language

Make the school more competitive

Experience from school or partners

Other

Motivation for starting a program in a LCTL Types of relationship between 

STARTALK and the founding of the 

in-school program:

� STARTALK generated interest in 

learning the target language

� STARTALK helped persuade decision 

makers

� STARTALK was a seed that became a 

regular program

� New program gained program 

implementation skills from STARTALK

� Program received help from 

STARTALK personnel

� Program benefitted from the 

experience of a STARTALK teacher

Report to appear later this year.



NEED FOR LANGUAGE LEARNING
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Need for globally competent professionals

Purpose: To quantify the demand from 

employers for early-career hires with 

language and culture skills.

Partners: JNCL-NCLIS, Michigan State University

Recruiting Trends Survey (MSU)

Module added in 2014 with 

questions about language and 

culture skills.

Respondents: 2,101 HR 

professionals who recruit on 

college campuses.

Information collected on economic 

sectors, corporate tasks, and 

college majors recruited.
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Need for globally competent professionals

15For more information: tinyurl.com/LgDemandInfographic



LANGUAGE LEARNING TECHNOLOGY
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Duolingo pilot study

Research questions:

1. How successful is Duolingo at fostering persistence in 

language learning?

2. How does the experience compare to other language 

learning experiences?

24 participants agreed to use Duolingo on their own 

schedule for 12 weeks, logging their time and completing a 

brief weekly journal reflection.
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70+ language courses across 25+ languages

200 million active users

Estimated value $700 million



Duolingo pilot study: Preliminary results
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Positively evaluated features+
• Ability to repeat lessons

• Focus on vocabulary building and pronunciation

• Game aspect

• Acceptance of multiple possible translations

• User-friendly interface

• Reminders from the app to practice

Negatively evaluated features-
• Skepticism about the usefulness of the placement test

• Missing foundational lessons if placed too high by placement test

• Focus on seemingly unimportant vocabulary

• Lack of explicit grammar instruction

• Focus on memorization without context



Efficacy testing for an English pronunciation app

Purpose: To determine whether an app 

produced by the company Blue Canoe is 

effective in improving English 

pronunciation in L2 English speakers.

� Color Vowel system

� Repetition

� Gamification

A group of over 200 participants 

(US and abroad) was recruited to 

participate in the pilot test.

We are expecting data from Blue 

Canoe within the next month.
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bluecanoelearning.com



TEACHING METHODS
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Language immersion work

� Help analyze their assessment data to interpret it and document it 

for internal purposes, potential parents, and donors.

� Document their instructional and administrative practices to 

benefit other language immersion programs.
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Purpose: Help schools and districts strengthen their language 

immersion programs and document their achievements.

� NFLC offered a professional development event in 2017 for 20 

new and experienced language immersion teachers. 

� We are helping to support the development of new two-way 

immersion programs.

We have been building relationships and applying for PD and research grants in collaboration 

with these and several other local school districts and individual charter schools.



Language immersion work

22Report to appear later this year.

Research project to address:

� Equity of access

� Increase access to language 

immersion for all students



Teacher Effectiveness for Language Learning

About The TELL Project:

Developed in 2010, intended to 

clearly define the characteristics 

and behaviors exhibited by 

effective world language 

teachers.

• 7 domains

• Specific criteria within domains

• Growth plans

• Self-assessments

23tellproject.org
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Teacher Effectiveness for Language Learning
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Framework refresh in progress – with input from language learning experts

Upcoming research projects:

• Who is using the TELL framework in their teaching? How do they see TELL as 

affecting their teaching and their students?

• Can we find measurable effects of teachers’ use of the criteria in the TELL 

framework on student outcomes?

tellproject.org
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Comments or questions?

rdamari@nflc.umd.edu


